XII
The King's Chamber
Now imagine passing under the block with the grooves and advance along the
short passage that leads to the King's Chamber: the block on the right side,
currently broken into three parts, was originally a single granite monolith having
the remarkable length of 2.55m (4c + 6p).
On the east side we find two blocks side by side, also in granite.
The floor at the entrance of the King's Chamber shows a modest little step up of a
couple of centimeters on the east side and a few millimeters more on the west side.
I am convinced that it originally did not exist having been formed by successive
adjustments over the centuries, as well as at the same time the whole room has
rotated slightly down on its south corner. This rotation justifies the non-perfect
horizontality of the floor as well as the little step.
Obviously, I'm not the only one who thinks so: originally the passage floor was
perfectly aligned with that of the King's Chamber.
I have already described the colossal stone lintel over the room entrance; if it were
symmetrical, it should weigh almost 50tons!
Hemiunu has probably had the opportunity to observe how the corresponding stone
in the Red Pyramid, built by his father, had instead visibly cracked.
To avoid it, the architect used granite and a block of disproportionate size. Yet
despite everything, nowadays there is a crack on the east side, along the northsouth axis of the monolith (?...!).
All the interior of the room is beautifully finished: the granite blocks are still
perfectly positioned, only the large monoliths of the ceiling have a long crack
running through them all along the east-west axis close to the south wall.
This crack is wider than a centimeter at some points. Certainly, it was already
evident at the time of the construction since Hemiunu, just to check its real danger,
ordered an excavation in the limestone body, starting at the east side near the
ceiling of the Grand Gallery, and going horizontally till the existing cavity over the
crypt ceiling.
Today it is possible to detect another crack inside this cavity, parallel to the other,
but with the most open part looking upwards. Probably, it had not yet formed at the
time; perhaps even the first was not yet completely through, since Hemiunu sealed
the crack by mortar from below and strengthen the whole structure by inserting, on
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both sides of the room, colossal wooden beams in a vertical position which have
left rectangular, dark imprints on the ceiling, still visible today.
I am particularly interested about these beams (probably resting on stone blocks)
because I had some ideas about this room and this protection in extremis: it would
not make sense if the whole weight of the pyramid were to bear down on this
ceiling. I am sure the architect knew he had to counteract just the Zed weight or a
little more.
I do not deal now with two ducts running through the north and south walls and
coming out much higher at the same height of both sides of the pyramid. I'll be
back later on.
What intrigues me rather is an obvious anomaly in this room, which apparently no
one has ever dealt with.
The walls are made of five rows of overlapping granite blocks manufactured with
extreme care, all perfectly matched and sealed by fine mortar. The blocks of the
last row close to the ceiling are much bigger and longer than the others. The entire
perimeter consists of seven stones only of which two and three for the long sides
and just one for the short ones.
The four lower layers, starting from the floor up, are made respectively of 27, 22,
20, and 24 blocks! It is not trivial that only the blocks of the last row should have
such absurdly big size. If the goal was the room structural stability, the bottom row
should have been especially strengthened...
There must be a good reason for this oddity; the idea that it was a ploy designed to
make a solid base for the giant blocks of the ceiling does not convince me. I have a
different opinion and I will tell you shortly.
Meanwhile, we observe that the dimensions of the King's Chamber are all
"standardized" except the height.
The two floor sides are 10c and 20c (5.23m x 10.7m) respectively; these measures
are absolutely forbidding considering the enormous burden resting on this room.
I want to recall the Grand Gallery is "only" two meters (4c actually) wide but
formidable precautions were adopted: the projecting walls, the ceiling blocks
placed transversely into saw-toothed joints and more details already described
above.
Presumably Hemiunu would have taken extraordinary measures for the protection
of such a cavity. The height of the room is 5.84m and strangely enough it is not a
measurement which is a multiple or whole fractions of the cubit (remember,
however, that a " flexibility” may exist in the project).
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My friend Agnese has pointed out to me sometimes how some measurements of
the pyramid took into consideration aesthetic factors, such as the Greek pi and
similar issues.
I confess, I have not found anything related to the Greek pi. I am not a fan of
special numerical relationships, especially if they lead to unnecessary
constructional complications. Of course, if it had not created erection problems, I
could also consider a mathematical "game" has been applied. It seems that things
here have gone in just this way: Hemiunu was not able to resist the desire to sign
his work in some way, trying perhaps to gain comfort of recognition in distant time
for the lifelong solitude of his genius.
I have already discussed in detail the relationship between the apothem of the
pyramid with half the base length and found how this relationship is at least equal
to three decimal places to the number phi.
This relationship means that the angle at the base of the pyramid is 51.8 degrees,
an angle sought in vain on two occasions by Nefermaat and finally materialized in
the work of Hemiunu.
However, I did not know that its base side is 440 cubits long while the height is
equal to 280 cubits: this is as a consequence of the relation between the height and
the half base, the ratio being fixed at 14/11.
Now if we divide the perimeter of the base (4 X 440 = 1760) by height (280), we
would find: 1760: 280 = 6.285714 and then we get an apparent 2 Greek pi accurate
to the second decimal place.
I understand that it may seem miraculous, but with a minimum of logic perhaps the
mystery can be cleared up. If both facts are to be true, we get a unique geometrical
property, whereby having a pyramid in which the apothem and half of the base are
in the exact ratio of the number phi (1.6180339887...) consequently the ratio of
half the base perimeter with the height generates the Greek pi. By making
calculations to a fair number of decimal places we know this statement is false: this
is not an unknown mathematical property.
I could also argue that the possibility of such calculations was rather unlikely in
those times, but I am not willing to be convinced. I accept the choosing of the ratio
14/11 was deliberate to generate the number phi, but that any relationship with 2
Greek pi is absolutely coincidental and unintentional.
To return to the room dimensions we observe that the diagonal of a smaller wall is
15c exactly, and the major diagonal, joining the two points of the room furthest
apart, one at the top and the other at the bottom, is 25c.
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These two measurements, along with the long side of 20c, are without a doubt a
"noble triad," not only well known today but apparently even 4,500 years ago.
In short: A right triangle having the exact proportions of the noble triad (3, 4, 5)
being inserted into the dimensions of the room is certainly not accidental. In fact
Hemiunu has granted something more: if we imagine this triangle rotating all
around its long side (20c) and measure the length of the shadow that its highest
vertex projects on the horizontal plane, we find that there is a whole series of
possible values ranging between zero and 15c (in this case, the room would have
zero height). In my opinion, Hemiunu wanted to show off a little of his own skills
in geometry (dare I almost speak of trigonometry) since, by playing with the height
of the vertex of the triangle and then with the height of the room, the short side was
forced to be of exactly 10c.
Since he had succeeded, in "standardizing" the last measurement the deception
would have been perfect!
Everything done for pure intellectual pleasure, however, since he had already fixed
the volume of the room as at least 2,000 cubic cubits from the onset, and the
change did not substantially affect the overall calculation.
Let us now turn back to the Subterranean Chamber: I proposed to resume the
analysis of its size. This is a good time.
To recapitulate: I have said what the final size of the room would be, if it had been
completed with the usual internal finishing technique and these measurements
were:
27cubits (14.17m east-west side)
16cubits (8.40m the north-south)
6cubits (3.15m height)
Starting from the current measures of:
14.05m (east-west)
8.25m (north-south)
3.10m (height)
I am aware that I have taken great liberty in my assumption; even so, out of
curiosity to see where it leads: applying the Pythagorean theorem between the
north-south length and the height, one finds that:
(16c)2 + (6c)2 = 292 whose square root provides 17.08c!
Only a difference of 8 hundredths of the cubit (4.2cm) on a diagonal length of
8.96m to get an integer: maybe the architect wants to build another set of the noble
triad... The question I ask myself, however, is different: did Hemiunu cheat
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consciously (and therefore knows the Pythagorean theorem and how to extract a
square root), or simply did he make many attempts by metric rods and come to
believe this is a noble triad?
You may well be thinking I am contriving to fit a square peg in a round hole and
maybe it's true, but I have not finished yet.
Applying the Pythagorean theorem to this diagonal (17.08 c) and the long side
(27c), the major diagonal of the room would be equal to 31.94c, which is almost
exactly 32c!
In this case, the difference is 6 hundredths of cubit in a total of 32... (3.15cm out of
16.8m).
You may think I am inventing unscientific things; I might agree with you but the
data are, at the very least, "awkward"...
It seems the same ploy of the King’s Chamber is used here, with the aggravating
factor of two “noble triads” being thrown in!
Of course this is not a proof, but supports the hypothesis of a unique architect.
In the King's Chamber, we find the famous sarcophagus having, though devoid of a
cover, the same strange measurements already seen about the room.
Once again I had to yield to the insistence of Agnese, carefully monitoring the
data, and surrender to the evidence: once more Hemiunu "signed" his work by
introducing an unlikely series of correlations.
The internal volume of the sarcophagus is exactly half of its total outside volume
(with a deviation of less than 4 liters, which corresponds to an error of 0.1 percent);
not enough: the five walls (four sides + bottom) have the same thickness….
“ Fixed the sides of a right prism, determine the size of a second prism containing
the first and having twice its volume, while having all five walls of equal
thickness..."
If you are able to solve the problem without abstruse calculations, have a seat. I
have succeeded, working hard but not enough yet: the five walls might have a
thickness of two palms exactly and so be "standardized"...
I will spare you the explanation of this problem because, in the way I've suggested,
it did not describe exactly the target of the architect.
I find the next explanation more plausible. Keep in mind that I came up with it
much later than the rest of this text.
At the end, having exhausted all other topics (on March 2008) it only remains for
me to reflect on the sarcophagus measurements and the related mathematical
problem.
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Strangely enough, the actual internal and external measurements of this
sarcophagus are not unequivocal: measurements should be certain and
indisputable...
The differences, however, are never of great magnitude; yet those very few
millimeters often make the difference.
I wondered how and why this could happen and I adopted a very unscientific way
(till I’ll have myself the chance to check).
I found an interesting table (E01) on the Internet where these measurements are
compared with each other by referring to different authors.
Some of these authors, in my opinion, are "demonstrators"; I mean people having
already a solution, and changing the data according to it.
Maybe I'm wrong about them, but since I intend to commit a similar fault, I feel
very touchy about it.
Others may have neglected to be accurate, never imagining that a few millimeters
of difference could be so important to devotees of numerical relationships. Of
course the internal measurements are more difficult to be taken, and they are the
less reliable.
Let me now describe the approach I shall take: assuming Hemiunu wanted to put in
the granite of the sarcophagus a further demonstration of his mathematical skills
for the future visitors, not only he bound the 2:1 ratio between the external and
internal volumes, but added to it the same thickness of the five walls, also
"standardized" and equal to 2p = 15cm.
I developed my theory and I checked a posteriori whether, among all the available
measurements some author also recorded, any that suit me—fishing maybe here
and there, even picking ones from different authors.
I realize that this is not exactly a scientific method, but without any reliable
measurements one has to make do. Anyway, it will be a funny math exercise.
This is, in my opinion, the proper process for setting the problem: the cavity has to
contain the body of the mummified pharaoh, so its physical size must be taken into
consideration; then care must be taken not to overlook the "standardization" of the
measurements.
I assumed the inside width to be 67.5cm for two good reasons: first, it is a
reasonable measurement equal to 1c + 2p exactly therefore likely, given the intent
of Hemiunu; secondly, the measure in question is proposed, among others, by the
term “Duat” by an author who, apparently, does not pursue particular goal, and as
such, fairly reliable.
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The length of the cavity cannot be standardized as it depends on the height of
Cheops’s physique. This is also confirmed by measurements of the sarcophagus of
Khafre and Menkaure, the latter unfortunately lost in a shipwreck but
"reconstructed" graphically by my friend Jon Bodsworth (dis. E02), giving the
different heights of the three kings.
In this case, too, I have taken the value indicated “Duat”, so I have used 198.5cm.
(198.3cm, Petrie).
It would seem appropriate now to fix the height of the internal cavity, but in my
opinion this is not the right way. Hemiunu already fixed another measurement: the
maximum external height of the sarcophagus, equal to 105cm (2c exactly), again
by referring to “Duat” but also considering the value indicated by Petrie
(104.9cm...).
The external height, I am convinced, includes the flexible part of the problem and
therefore the mathematical variable of the complicated calculations made by
Hemiunu.
The top edge of the sarcophagus has an interlocking "dovetail" built on three sides,
suitable for a sliding granite lid (the one never found). The height of the
interlocking "dovetail" comes from 105cm after subtracting 15cm of the bottom
thickness and the height of the internal cavity, the latter being the unknown
quantity "Z" of the problem.
Z must be such that the internal volume, calculated by multiplying 67.5 x 198.5 x
Z, must be equal to half of the external volume obtained by adding the 15cm (2p)
thick five walls having set the external height of 105cm.
The equation that Hemiunu was able to solve is: 2 x 198.5 x 67.5 x Z = 105 x
228.5 x 97.5
The measures of the two outer sides, I need for the demonstration, are a bit
'"ambiguous".
The 228.5cm (198.5cm + 30cm) that I needed for the exterior length are not in the
table. Instead we have 227.6cm from Petrie and 229.2 from “Duat” so I could be
happy (but I cannot understand such diversity on a measurement easy to determine.
Perhaps the two long sides have different lengths or the length measured at
different heights changes value?
For the external width I will settle for 97.5cm, instead of 97.8cm proposed by
Petrie.
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Let me point out that this would be a standardized measurement and consistent
with the internal width (1c + 2p) to which are added the two walls, each 2p thick,
for a total of 1c + 6p (97.5cm).
Using the data I proposed above, the value of Z (internal height of the cavity) is
87.29cm; a not "standardizable" but very important measure, cause Petrie’s table
gives the height as 87.4cm (less than one mm difference)!
At this point I will change my opinion only if I’ll get different results by measuring
myself.
But let us return to the room: the ceiling is made up of nine colossal granite
stringers oriented along the north-south axis. They are finely finished to match
together perfectly and well mortared.
If it were not for the opening dug by the same architect to inspect the ceiling area,
probably no one would ever found out all the granite ceilings that overlook the
crypt, commonly called the "Zed".
It can be observed from the plans of Dormion that this structure is massive and in
many ways incomprehensible.
To a superficial analysis it might seem that the five granite ceilings, all constructed
by joining monoliths spanning the area, have been placed to protect the King's
Chamber. These ceiling monoliths are separated by vertical members also made of
granite, in order to create cavities which cannot be defined as rooms since they
were sealed and their floors are roughly quarried but, full of paradox, the ceilings
are well polished and sealed.
This whole structure is topped by a truss system in limestone (perhaps double like
at the entrance) to have continuity with the rest of the pyramid body.
By observing carefully, I just happened to realize how Hemiunu subjected this part
to a protracted study, having in mind something more than a support system to bear
the weight of the pyramid.
The King’s Chamber is so protected with all possible resources; but this is a very
refined defense, much more than it might appear at first sight.
To understand this it will be necessary to refer to one drawing (fig. E03), but also
imagine to have a modeling kit with all the parts in scale and want to rebuild the
Zed starting from the King’s Chamber.
Naturally, the limestone blocks below support the room floor. Imagine the granite
walls of the room already constructed including the stone with the ducts, which
installation was certainly the first phase of the plan (the same for the Queen's
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Chamber) and the limestone blocks, belonging to the body of the pyramid,
carefully arranged outside the room walls so that there is no gap in between.
We must now place the first ceiling, of course after checking that the granite
blocks of the fifth layer are at the same level, by installing the nine well-finished
granite monoliths next to each other using mortar, acting as a lubricant from below
and a perfect sealant to the sides of the blocks.
First clarification: the monolith ends will no longer be in contact with the body of
the pyramid, so creating two cavities, as documented, a few cm wide (and filled
with sand) going up to the top of the Zed, isolating it from the rest of the pyramid.
As usual the question is: what is the purpose of constructing in this manner?
On the other two sides, however, the longitudinal members are well integrated with
the rest of the structure; being even mortared the granite to the adjacent limestone
blocks.
Going on, both North and South ends of the just placed monoliths will have to be
leveled to guarantee a perfect alignment before laying the next layer. The rest of
the surface is left rough and unleveled.
Then two granite beams are placed on each side in the east-west direction, of
course perfectly finished, aligned and mortared, of adequate height to form the
cavity inspected because of the crack, as we talked above, and to support the next
ceiling.
The ceiling monoliths, in order to be laid in place, will have to be moved on their
smoothed face, ready to ride the side beams and then slid into place.
Inconceivable to push them on their side and then tilted upright: too many risks for
the edges and the parts to be sealed together.
In the quarries, to save time, the topside was finished during the completion of the
block extraction and this was the side used for transportation (photo N60).
This explains why the ceilings of the rooms are all polished while the floors are
rough.
We place now the second layer of monoliths (eight in this case, but having the
same total width) and repeat the same process: leveling the sides, four transverse
side beams; another layer of monoliths (nine); again transverse beams and nine
monoliths. So four ceilings are built, but we are not done yet.
Actually, as far as I'm concerned, the Zed construction has been completed,
because from here on out we will find considerable changes in the completion of
the structure but aimed at the securing the entire structure below.
Before placing the fifth ceiling, it will be appropriate to make some considerations.
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Putting myself in Hemiunu’s place for a moment, I reasoned thus: I have built a
prodigious box, its ceiling loaded with a proper weight according my purpose. The
structure can tolerate small lateral adjustments along the north-south axis thanks to
the two narrow cavities filled by sand but I absolutely do not want the weight of
the pyramid to bear upon this structure.
Granite is sturdy, but subjected to excessive loads it may fracture, while the
limestone could crumble slowly, causing in this way a modest settling of the whole
structure.
So here is the extraordinary genius of this architect: the rigid box will be protected
by a series of yielding limestone constraints, as in our time designing earthquakeresistant structures.
If the pyramid were subjected to minimal adjustments (though he took formidable
precautions, as I said at the beginning, he knows they cannot be trusted), these
limestone constraints are deployed to bear it; yielding slowly, they will protect this
box—as long as the compression force is transferred later to it.
If the weight of the pyramid must not rest on the box, then adequate provisions will
have to be taken.
We begin by analyzing vaulted limestone truss over the Zed: by referring to the
trusses seen at the legitimate entrance of the pyramid (Dormion rightly commented
on the apparent futility of such a hypertrophic device to defend the little weight
bearing above in this side position of the pyramid); here too it is possible to foresee
the presence of a double layer of stacked trusses.
Their purpose is clear: to break down along the directions of the vault, by the rule
of the parallelogram, the stresses imposed from above. These stresses will be
further broken down along the vertical and horizontal axes and in turn will be
counteracted by the upward reaction of the limestone structure of the pyramid as
well as the weight of its lateral parts compressing the structure horizontally (still
dis. E03).
The result is however remarkable: the entire part below the weight-bearing vaults
is effectively protected by any compression from above. The vaults, from the
structural point of view, behave like an "umbrella." Someone describing the Zed
spoke of it as "the Relieving Chamber." I do not know if he means the same thing
that I have described here; I do not think so, because the structure, being protected,
does not relieve anything.
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Summarily we could imagine removing the King's Chamber, including the Zed,
leaving the whole cavity in a condition of structural balance with the rest of the
pyramid.
This protection did not extend to the present day: we can see that the Zed ceilings
have been terribly compressed to the point that they have cracked and also the
floor of the room has been undergone a major twist (previously described).
Remembering, however, that it has been more than four thousand years, two
earthquakes... and who knows what else. I would say that's not bad, not really.
So I like to believe that at the time the vault functioned properly. Incidentally, also
Hemiunu must have ruminated upon the opening angle of this vault.
Certainly in his calculations he had planned to place the vault at exactly half the
height of the pyramid and from this position the right angle is that one joining the
center of the vault to the south or north corners of the pyramid base (please check
with a ruler).
I wonder if anyone has noticed it...
Hemiunu however feared that the vault hinge could be induced to deform under
stress. In this case two things may happen, both unwelcome: opening would tend to
make the vault fall in and then cause a catastrophic crush of the entire cavity, with
terrible consequences for the pyramid.
Closing, however, would cease to protect the Zed laterally and in this case, the two
small side cavities would serve little purpose.
Against the first occurrence the lateral compression due to the weight of the
pyramid itself should be enough (of course, if the vault angle has been calculated
correctly).
In the second case, however, the zed will have to protect itself with a supplement
of cunning.
In our construction game we left off at the top of the fourth ceiling, waiting for the
next four side members. Well these are no longer in granite, but limestone.
Moreover, Hemiunu adopted a refined trick here: normally the local limestone is
layered so, to withstand the maximum vertical compressive stress, it should be
placed with the layers in a horizontal position, as can be seen everywhere in the
pyramid body. Everywhere, but not in this case: the side members for the support
of the fifth ceiling are limestone but placed in the "wrong" way as Dormion puts it;
so much so that they have conspicuously crumbled over the centuries.
Very strongly wanting to avoid the intense compression upon the Zed created by
even a small settling of the ceiling truss, Hemiunu intentionally uses the limestone
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in its "weaker" position, hoping that this setting will sacrifice just the soft
limestone.
Resting on the limestone longitudinal members, there are, as said, the granite
monoliths of the fifth ceiling, but these are significantly shorter laterally than the
lower ones in order to accommodate the limestone wedges under the vaults.
If the hinge should ever tend to close, it would create dangerous lateral
compression counteracted first by the limestone wedges and subsequently by the
granite monoliths of the fifth ceiling and placed there for this purpose, having a
higher compression resistance than limestone.
Luckily Hemiunu’s calculations were correct: actually the hinge of the trusses
showed a slight tendency to open (a gap of two-three centimeters is visible from
the top of the fifth ceiling).
This has created a modest lateral slip causing the granite blocks in the last ceiling
to detach from the idle limestone wedges, which were bonded to them by mortar.
During the Zed construction the vaults were just rested on the wedges, but even so,
had it not been for additional arising complications, the box would never have had
to endure compressive stresses.
However the hinge is a little bit open, dropped down few cm. causing the
squeezing of the Zed, with the formation of cracks and the slight twist of the whole
King's Chamber.
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Figure 13: The Zed
Everything works great; how then to explain the first four granite ceilings, which
have been relieved from the only kind of force they should have (perhaps) borne?
Do not forget, also, the strangeness of the last monolith row near the ceiling of the
King's Chamber, the ducts, the block with the grooves, the two little holes, the
crawlspace, and the blocks placed above the portcullises... What can I ever invent
to combine all these details together?
Probably I'm writing only for myself, but if someone did have the chance to get till
here, would it not be a really cruel joke if now I left them in the lurch by refusing
to have a solution?
The basis for my explanation has already been described: we talked about the
Grand Gallery, the 25 granite blocks that in due time would have to slide down the
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Ascending Corridor to seal the pyramid (even here, it is not simple as it may
seem...).
I hope that at the very least this data has been accepted as very plausible if not
exactly truthful.
As far as I am concerned it is pure gold and I intend to continue on this path.
However, I have not yet explained how the blocks were released and induced to
slide together down without sacrificing some workers left inside.
By the way, someone argues that all the operations would been carried out by
workers who left the pyramid from the "Service Shaft", concealing the opening at
the end of the Descending Corridor as best they could.
To call that nonsense is still saying too little...
The service shaft evidently had its purpose, after which it had to be filled up,
concealing its top opening as well as its low entrance in the Descending Corridor, a
few meters before the horizontal passage...
I have Edgar’s pictures from which we can deduce the intention to place a square
frame at the bottom entrance of the shaft, inserting a suitable block into the cavity
(photo E04 and E05), a block similar to others in this stretch of the corridor.
From the documentation I have it is also evident that, even if the closing block is
missing, the Service Shaft was found clogged by much debris and four large
granite blocks as reported by Caviglia who had to work hard to empty the shaft
from the top. So the exit through the Service Shaft can never been used as such.
Who would have, after the descent of the blocks, refilled up the Service Shaft?
If it is true that nobody entered the pyramid before Al Mamun, this means none
would have had the chance to get out after the closure...
The question then is: how was the shaft closed and at the same time move down
the sealing blocks without having some people abandoned inside?
Brace yourselves: it is a hydraulic device.
Behold, I have told you.
Rather than turn up your noses, pretend that it may be true, and you will see that it
works. Everything works.
The whole project of Hemiunu is a powerful story of water, in which the Nile and
the Pharaoh merge into one extraordinary role.
It will be by pouring the water of the Nile (?...!) that the pyramid will be closed
and the ceremony will match perfectly with the prodigious choreography created
by Hemiunu who saw the body of the sovereign reaching from the river and
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climbing up the pyramid transported inside the large boat that was buried with him
along with another one probably transporting the grave goods...
We speak finally of "Ventilation Shafts" rising from the King’s Chamber, starting
their journey first with a short horizontal path (to cross the wall monoliths of the
room) and then going up with a constant slope (but not the north one, which first
makes a curious trip westwards six to seven meters beyond the starting point (?...!).
The blocks of these ducts were prepared and put in place with extraordinary care.
Those that constitute the cover of the shaft were worked as an upside down "U"
and placed above flat blocks making up their base all, needless to say, carefully
mortared on the inside too.
At the time, it was this peculiarity suggesting me the hypothesis of hydraulic
closing. Of course, the rest was much more complicated, but research has given me
a unique pleasure: for several months I played hide and seek with a solution that I
sensed was forthcoming but stubbornly concealed by formidable complications
that I tried to get around slowly, exulting in the slightest step forward.
The shafts have a modest section, measuring 15cm high x 21cm wide (2p x 3p).
As mentioned earlier, they rise together and emerge at the same height, obviously
on two different sides of the pyramid.
The curious thing is that at the exit their section is nine times larger and the
enlargement occurs abruptly in both cases at a height of about 30m above the floor
of the King’s Chamber.
I felt a great satisfaction when, at the Agnese’s home, I predicted the exact height
of this enlargement and he was stunned, after checking it on the plan of
Maragioglio-Rinaldi.
So imagine that the room exit is properly sealed from the Portcullis side...(?...!)
At the closing time a procession of men will climb up to the top exit of the shafts
carrying goatskins full of water to be poured out as quickly as possible in the two
ducts, whose enlarged parts act as "funnels" being the narrow part deputed to
device pressurization.
Keep in mind the King's Chamber has a volume of about 320m3 and that on the
east side of the pyramid there is a large cistern, which certainly has played more of
a role during the work.
If we assume that each person can carry a goatskin of 15 liters, it will take 21,300
people; so it will need two trips in one morning for about 10,000 men on two
distinct tracks up to the external exits of the shafts.
I do not think I overdid it.
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All this water will accumulate in the large reservoir formed by the King's
Chamber, waiting to be quickly released along the Grand Gallery to move the
sealing blocks.
The point is this: to work properly the device (do not worry, it will be described)
needs a high hydraulic flow concentrated in a short time, risking the failure, and
Hemiunu is well aware of it, having done all the possible in order to avert it.
He diligently doubled the shafts: it was not likely that something so irreparable
could have happened to jeopardize the function to both ducts.
Just in case one would be enough for the purpose.
Furthermore Hemiunu knows the upside down bottle play: he knows that under
normal conditions the liquid would come out "in fits and starts," exactly what he
does not want to happen. As the water comes down from above, the level will rise
in the chamber up to the openings of the two horizontal ducts.
From that point onward, there will be no possible outlet for the air and it must
remain trapped in and get squeezed against the ceiling. Then the pressurization
starts, which will guarantee the release of a continuous and violent water flux
desired.
At this point four rows of wall stone blocks are still above the water level and it is
reasonable to assume Hemiunu would have wished the water at least up to the
height of the last order...
This is why it was so important that there are no leaks in the upper part of the
room!
A small hydraulic leak could be tolerated, but the air no! It must absolutely remain
captive inside the box.
Starting from the first level, the volume of air will shrink to become a quarter of
what it began with; it follows that the final pressure will be four times more than
the beginning.
Given that one standard atmosphere corresponds to 10 meters of the water column,
while the atmospheric pressure is 10.33 meters, (sorry for the pedantry, but the job
requires me to make the necessary distinction) we get a final pressure of about four
times the atmospheric one.
The height of the water in the ducts has to provide the three additional atmospheric
pressures, and it is about the 31 meters of the design; so much so that the duct
narrowing is at 30.8m height from the King’s Chamber floor, as I had rightly said
at Agnese’s home.
It might be enough, but there's more.
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If the pressure in a tank rises, it will tend to expand. In the case of the King's
Chamber downward shifts are excluded and also lateral since the room walls are
against the body of the pyramid; the only weak point: the ceiling.
This could be induced to rise, as it is not burdened by the pyramid weight due to
the reasons described above.
Here then the mystery is explained: the Zed does have a protective function but
only in an emergency case. Actually it is the weight required to hold the lid of the
pressurized tank.
Not credible? I too was skeptical until I checked the weights: the ceiling surface is
equal to 523.5cm x 1047cm = 548104cm2, and since a force of 3kg per cm2 acts,
the total force is 3 x 548104 = 1644000Kg. A thrust equal to 1644tons will have to
be counteracted.
I realize that accurately assessing the weight of the Zed from a planimetry, good as
it was, is not exactly a scientific approach but ultimately what I need is just the
order of magnitude of this weight, so I figured out a minimum of 1475tons and a
maximum of 1750tons (to which we should add the thrust the pyramid transmits to
the Zed).
Georges Gojon assesses the weight of this part as 1835tons.
It is not a test, but all the data are consistent with my hypothesis.
One more detail: the five Zed rooms above the King's Chamber are carefully
mortared and sealed: Hemiunu may have feared later cracks and hoped the air
would be trapped in the upper rooms.
I add here a line, a little curiosity, but only as an unpretentious idea: my friend
Agnese showed me the religious symbol of the Zed used in engravings, drawings
and amulets, but all belonging to later periods.
There are drawings of the Zed of four or five storeys.
Then I came up an idea that could not be completely far-fetched: while the Great
Pyramid was built, everyone, but everyone, would have been aware of the declared
intentions of the architect, including the powerful protection device described
above.
For people accustomed to living in mud huts or in adobe houses, the granite
monoliths of the Zed must have appeared more impressive than a fallout shelter in
present day.
Then the myth of Zed was created as a symbol of protection, absolute.
From here in few centuries it was included in religious practices. The four or five
layers of the religious symbol agree with the description that I have provided: there
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are five ceilings, but the part of the Zed to withstand the crushing actually consists
only of the first four.
In conclusion: the Zed could have generated the myth of divine protection, ending
up with the symbol itself being later assimilated into religious practices.
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